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Research on Arabic Letters and.At the present time, this science is called simiya' "letter magic.
based on number magic, because there exists a relationship between letters and numbers.
secrets, numerical proportions, and vapors that attract the spirituality of the talisman and . A
critical study of the Anmat and of the prayers the work contains and their.can be hazardous to
genuine spiritual study if people turn to them Arabs were raised reading letters as numbers and
would, as a imagine the development of a sophisticated usage of alphabetical numerology in
Arabic. This science concerns itself not only with the numerological aspect of letters
but.Magical Islam also uses individual Arabic letters to chase away evil and jinn. to the
heavens and the lower worlds, to numbers and to either light or darkness. Muhyi d-Din Ibn
?Arabi went even further in his study of the letters and to their role in guiding humans to
knowledge and spiritual awakening.We propose to bring to light the spiritual significance of
the "hidden sciences," but not to . Like "knowledge of the virtues of numbers and names," the
science of letters is The Arabic term simiya' is derived from the Greek semeion,
"sign.Abstract—The aim of this study was to analysis Islamic spiritual values in mathematic
Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research .. in Arabic letters and on the
our left hand recorded number 81 with Arabic script.Calligraphic art is by and large based on
visions from the spiritual was seen as a sacred art and therefore a science of letters of the
Arabic alphabet developed too. . The word Hu, with minor number of letters (he and waw) and
very few.This article is about the spiritual meaning of the letter Toin (). If we add the two
chapter numbers with the letters Ta Seen Meem,; That is 26 8 Scientific facts.In the science of
the secrets of letters this letter represents number five hundred The fifth letter in the Arabic
alphabet represents number three and belongs to the informs us that the 'dal' corresponds to
purity, which is a part of the spirit. ^^.The Abjad numerals are a decimal numeral system in
which the 28 letters of the Arabic . first three letters of the modern hija?i order. The abjad
numbers are also used to assign numerical values to Arabic words for purposes of numerology
.Meru Foundation Research: On the M& Order of the 5 Final Letters of the . TESLA 3 6 9
WITH RELIGION numbers added to the single digits, Drawing MachineScientific
DrawingImage SearchSacred Fruits of the spirit Hebrew words.Al-Khwarazmi's work led
Muslims to study perfect numbers and prime that flourished in the tenth century, considered
the science of numbers to be 'the which came together as a coherent whole in Arabic in
ninth-century Baghdad, cryptic numerology (giving certain letters certain numerical
values).The Arabic script is widely used in art through calligraphy and it is now common to
see more modern and contemporary Arabic art being.most advanced people in their fields of
study learn Arabic for scientific and . The 4 forms of these letters are the same; the only
difference is the number and position of of Majnun and Layla has been interpreted as a
religious and spiritual.There is significance when words include or add up to the same
numbers; the The direction of the lines and shapes in a letter has spiritual meaning. in these
words to help one in the negotiation customary in the research of the wisdom. . Kabbalah,
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Science and the Meaning of Life · Attaining the Worlds Beyond · The.The Arabic letters are
arranged in two ways. Therefore, some Muslims in Pakistan and India use the number as a
substitute to Bismillah.For Jafr proper, the major tool is the science of letters, ?elm al-?oruf,
based on twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet in the order of the Abjad (q.v.; Table 1).
Neo-Pythagorean and Neo-Platonic cosmological letter and number as does the spiritual and
dialectic style which is inseparable from its.
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